PERFORMANCE BENEFITS

• IMPLEMENT OVERLOAD PROTECTION
• ISOLATES AND DISSIPATES HEAT MINIMIZING DOWNTIME FOR HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY
• CORROSION RESISTANT FRICTION DISCS
• OPTIMIZED DESIGN AFFORDS MORE RELIABLE TORQUE SETTING
• MINIMAL MAINTENANCE
• EASILY ADJUSTABLE TO OPTIMIZE THE CAPACITY OF THE IMPLEMENT
• SMOOTH OPERATION, NO DAMAGING TORQUE SPIKES
• TORQUE TRANSMISSION WHILE SLIPPING AIDS IN DISLODGING PLUGS FOR INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY

The INTEGRAL friction clutch is indispensable in certain agricultural implement applications. The friction clutch is the only torque limiter that has the ability to continuously transmit power (at a reduced level) while overloaded. This is valuable during start up of high inertia machines, as well as for leveling out torsional fluctuations due to high cyclic loads. The TorQmaster patented technology dissipates heat quickly, improving durability while protecting the machine.
**DESIGN FEATURES**

- **Offered in Various Drive Shaft Series and Hub Configurations**
  - Yoke options include most North American and European series
  - Tailored for gearbox shafts with large splines
- **Integral Flange Yoke**
  - Incorporated fins quickly dissipate heat
- **Integral Separator Plate**
  - Slip surfaces are controlled to be against iron for efficient heat dissipation therefore more reliable friction coefficient than a four disc clutch (patented)
- **Gray Iron Pressure Plate**
  - Fins are incorporated to quickly dissipate heat and isolate it from other components
  - Maintains flatness better at higher temperatures allowing more efficient use of friction discs
- **Spring Options**
  - Optional disc spring allows the friction discs to wear uniformly for extended life
  - Optional coil springs allow adjustability
  - Torque protection level is determined by spring selection and verified for each assembly
  - Made of heat resistant material
- **Torque Settings Available from 9000 to 24000 in-lb (1000 to 2700 Nm)**
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